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Press Release

Aqua Vista Hotels welcomes Aplai Dome in Oia to its Santorini selection

Aqua Vista Hotels has added another desirable property to its extensive portfolio in Oia, 
Santorini. The new collaboration with Aplai Dome, which opens this September, further 
seals the group’s commitment to conveying its know-how to new hotel units, while offering 
guests a unique hospitality experience. 

Perfect for those who seek a modern property of the highest environmental standards, the 
eco-friendly Aplai Dome has been built with the use of local materials quarried from the re-
gion to create a venue which blends in beautifully with its surroundings. Full sound and 
heat insulation encourage energy sufficiency and the organic garden is a source for many 
ingredients used in the hotel’s restaurant and special cocktails.

Fourteen apartments of varying proportions, each with a terrace, will provide guests with a 
glorious sea view while an outdoor infinity pool and pool bar are also idyll sunset spots. 
Each apartment has been designed as a comfortable living space with modern furnishings 
and fixtures while additional facilities include a gym and spa. Add to that a private chapel 
within the grounds and you have an idyllic location for weddings.

Commenting on the new venture between Aqua Vista Hotels and Aplai Dome, Mrs Sofia 
Matzourani, Business Development Manager, stated; “We are excited to be able to cel-
ebrate the opening of a new unit in Santorini in such a sought after location. Seeing 
our new addition to the Aqua Vista Hotels family take its first steps is very reward-
ing. Being instrumental in seeing that unit grow successfully will give us even 
greater satisfaction.”

More about Aqua Vista Hotels
Aqua Vista Hotels was founded in 2005 and today manages a portfolio of more than 30 hotels in 
Greece on the islands of Santorini, Mykonos, Paros, Naxos, Lesvos and Skiathos. 
Managed by executives who have a great deal of experience in the hotel and tourism industry, all 
of whom possess a passion for the hospitality sector, Aqua Vista Hotels is involved in the creation 
and curation of hotels with a unique identity. Handling everything from architectural aspects to the 
interior design, the group is also responsible for the overall concept of the experience offered, as 
well as managing the bookings and the day to day functioning of all departments.
A hotel with a healthy and profitable operation, first class amenities and facilities and the creation 
of an unforgettable guest experience are all factors which define the objectives of Aqua Vista Ho-
tels when embarking on any venture or collaboration.  
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